Conduct Process Flow Chart

Incident/Behavior happens

Behavior is documented by Campus Safety/Residence Life/Community Member

Documentation is reviewed by the Director of Student Conduct & Community Standards (DSCCS). Case is assigned to appropriate Hearing Officer (AC, Exec Dir SLCE/Designee, DSCCS/Designee)

Administrative Hearing with SLCE staff:
1. 1st Time Violators
2. Lower level violation(s)
3. Residential students involved in violation or behavior took place in residence halls
4. Educational sanctions that can mostly be completed in residence halls.

Administrative Hearing with Director of Student Life & Living (SLCE/Designee):
1. 2nd Time Violator
2. Mid-level violation(s)
3. Residential students involved in violation or behavior that took place in residence halls
4. Full range of sanctions, up to and including removal of a student’s right to reside in the residence halls.

Administrative Hearing with Director of Student Conduct & Community Standards (DSCCS/Designee):
1. Upper level conduct violation(s)/multiple instances of violations
2. Adjudicate(s) all behavior, including that taking place outside of the residence halls and off-campus
3. Full range of sanctions available to DSCCS

Case is scheduled and adjudicated by SLCE staff

Student is determined to be not responsible; or responsible and sanction issued

Student may appeal SLCE staff decision to DSCCS for any of four reasons

DSCCS reviews paperwork and holds appeal hearing.

Student accepts outcome, sanction, and completes sanction. Case Closed

Student may appeal DSCCS decisions to Student Conduct Appeals Board for any of four reasons

DSCCS reviews paperwork and convenes the Student Conduct Appeals Board for appeal hearing.

Outcome of appeal provided to student in writing

Student completes any sanction. Case Closed
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